I. INTRODUCTION

Stress is a manifestation of rhythm, or metrical structure, in linguistic systems (Liberman, 1975; Liberman and Prince, 1977). The metrical structures serve as organizing frameworks for the phonological and phonetic realization of each utterance (Hayes, 1995). In English, a language with so-called dynamic stress, stressed syllables are more clearly and fully produced, and thus on the average are longer, louder, more acoustically salient, and more contrastive (c.f. Beckman, 1986; de Jong, 1995). In addition, stress is correlated with fundamental frequency in English, a correlation already put into evidence by Fry (1955). This correlation is found because syllables carrying stress at the phrasal level serve as anchors for the pitch accents in the intonation system (e.g., Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986; Ladd, 1996; Pierrehumbert, 2000). This paper specifically studied predictable prosodic prominence and how it affects listeners’ perception of a suprasegmental phonetic parameter, vowel duration.

It is already known that metrically prominent syllables are advantaged in the recognition of words and phonemes. Kozhevnikov and Chistovich (1965) found that stressed syllables are detected more consistently than unstressed syllables in noisy environments. Bond and Garnes (1980) found that stressed syllables are very rarely misperceived in fluent speech. Cole and Jakimik (1980) found that mispronunciations were detected almost twice as frequently when they occurred on stressed syllables. In a phoneme monitoring study, Mehta and Cutler (1988) found that listeners responded faster when the target phonemes occurred in accented than in unaccented words and in strong than in weak syllables. Though provocative, these studies left open import-
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that the effect was more significant in the rhythmic context than the sentential context. Their results also suggest that normal sentence rhythm is not extremely predictive of stress location, but is predictive enough that the perceptual process adapts to use whatever cues are present.

Before presenting the current study, we would like to explain how some key terms have been used in the research literature, and how they will be used in the remainder of the paper. According to the review article of Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk (1996), prosody can be specified as both “(1) acoustic patterns of F0, duration, amplitude, spectral tilt, and segmental reduction, and their articulatory correlates, that can be best accounted for by reference to higher-level structures, and (2) the higher-level structures that best account for these patterns.” The term ‘stress’ can be used to refer to prominence at different levels in the phonological (higher-level) structure. This structure is a hierarchical one, in which syllables make up feet, which make up words, which in turn make up intonation phrases, which in turn make up utterances. A syllable with lexical stress is prominent within its word, and a syllable with phrasal stress is prominent within its phrase, reflecting the fact that it is a prominent syllable within its word, and the word is in turn prominent within the phrase. In English, phrase-level prominence is marked by intonational events, namely pitch accents, which may be high (H*), low (L*), or complex (Beckman and Pierrehumbert, 1986; Ladd, 1996; Pierrehumbert, 2000).

Pitch accents fall on the stressed syllables of the most prominent words in the phrase, with prominence at the phrasal level in turn being a complex function of the syntactic structure and the information structure (e.g., Klatt, 1975; Beach, 1988, 1991; Price et al., 1991; Selkirk, 1995; Kjelgaard and Speer, 1999; Schwarzschild, 1999). It is possible for a lexically stressed syllable to have no pitch accent, but all syllables with pitch accents are lexically stressed. From now on, we will use ‘stress’ to indicate stress at the phrasal level, and ‘lexical stress’ to refer to stress within the word. We will use the term ‘weak syllables’ to refer to syllables that have no pitch accent, and ‘strong syllables’ to refer to syllables that bear a pitch accent in the phrase. For the purposes of this study, we will not distinguish between strong syllables carrying the nuclear accent, or single most prominent accent, of their phrase, and other strong syllables falling before the nuclear accent in prenuclear position. Following Quéné and Port (2005), we also distinguish hereafter the concepts of rhythmic expectancy and metrical expectancy, although these terms are not well distinguished in the prior literature. Rhythmic expectancy refers to people’s expectation of the actual timing of the strong or weak syllables. In contrast, metrical expectancy refers to people’s expectation of the “metrical sequencing of strong and weak syllables” (Quéné and Port, 2005, p. 3), or, in other words, the stress status of the upcoming syllables instead of the actual time points at which the upcoming syllables arrive in the speech.

Our study further investigates the cognitive salience of strong syllables in speech perception. Like Cutler (1976) and Pitt and Samuel (1990a, 1990b), it uses acoustically controlled stimuli, and manipulates the predictability of the stress at the phrasal level. In contrast to these studies, it does not assess the effects of predictable prominence on lexical access or phoneme recognition. Instead, it explores the listener’s sensitivity to perturbations in a suprasegmental parameter that is itself related to prosody, namely duration. Among other functions, duration is one of the perceptual cues for stress. The study also departs from Pitt and Samuel’s (1990b) specific manipulation of metrical context. Because their manipulation of metrical context used word lists, and created different expectations by effectively priming different parts of the lexicon, access to the lexicon was involved just as in the sentential context manipulation.

In our study, we make use of listeners’ implicit knowledge about phrasal metrical patterns and rhythms. Previous researchers have proposed that successive stressed syllables in continuous speech form a metrical or rhythmic grid that the listener uses during speech processing (e.g., Cutler and Foss, 1977; Hayes, 1984). Our study used three metrical patterns exemplified by natural sentences, and listeners induced the metrical pattern based on the metrical structures of these sentences. Listening to the materials was similar to listening to poetry, in which stressed syllables alternate to form particular patterns. The rhythm was perturbed by the lengthening of the nuclear vowel in one syllable in the speech stream by different steps. The study investigated whether listeners could detect the perturbation and whether prosodic prominence would have an effect on listeners’ ability to detect it. The details of the experiment design and the materials will be described in the methods section.

The ability to encode and reproduce metrical patterns has drawn widespread attention as a key component of the biological foundation for human language (Fitch, 2005; Patel et al., 2009). A preference for prosodically modulated speech is already found in 4-month old English-learning infants (Fernald, 1985), and Johnson and Jusczyk (2001) show that prosody is used by infants in segmenting speech to build the lexicon. Shields et al. (1974) propose specifically that metrical units organize speech perception by modulating the allocation of attention, with attention preferentially directed to stressed syllables. This conjecture is developed further in Pitt and Samuel (1990b) as the “attentional bounce” hypothesis. The hypothesis predicts that listeners would make use of the metrical sequencing of strong and weak syllables in the speech to predict where stresses will fall. With attention preferentially allocated to stressed syllables, listeners thus would be more likely to notice lengthening occurring on metrical strong syllables than on metrically weak ones. This is the hypothesis confirmed by the present study.

II. METHOD

A. Materials

The study used sentences with regular metrical patterns to induce strong expectations of where prominent syllables would occur. The stimuli were meaningful six-syllable sentences, falling into three metrical patterns: SWWSWW (dactylic), SWSWSW (trocchic), WSWWS (iambic). We use S (or “strong”) to designate syllables that received a pitch accent, and W (or “weak”) to designate syllables without any pitch accent. All accents on strong syllables were H*, an
accent type that is realized as a peak in the fundamental frequency, and the intonational pattern of all sentences in the trochaic and iambic patterns is H•H•H•LL%. The intonational pattern of all sentences in the dactylic pattern is H•H•LL%. For instance, for the trochaic metrical pattern, the first, third and fifth syllables had H• accents on syllables carrying primary lexical stress. The second, fourth, and sixth syllables were unaccented, either because they were completely unstressed, or because they were metrically subordinate within the word or phrase. For example, in Don’t repair the houseboat, the syllable boat is weak because it is metrically subordinated within a compound word, and in Barney claimed that Lee came, the syllable came is metrically subordinated as a light verb within the phrase. However, the accent pattern presented in the stimuli (e.g., the trochaic pattern on the sentence ‘Barney claimed that Lee came’) is not the only possible pattern of pitch accents (e.g., ‘came’ could be accented in different rendering of the same sentence).

Target syllables occupied the 3rd, 4th, or 5th position in the sentence, avoiding the effects of the utterance boundaries on the syllabic durations. Four vowel types occurred in the target syllables: [a], [i], [u], and [au]. All vowels in target syllables are full vowels, as exemplified by the second syllables of the words mainstream, and ballroom. In contrast, some non-target weak syllables had full vowels, and others had reduced vowels or syllabic sonorants, as in the second syllables of the words trumpet and drunken. Each vowel was instantiated by targets in each serial position in three different sentential contexts. All target syllables were in word-final position. This fixed position controls for the possible effects of word-final lengthening (Beckman and Edwards, 1990; Cutler, 1992) which might otherwise be a confounding variable in the perceptual judgments of duration. Example sentences with intonational patterns for each condition are shown in the Appendix.

The study controlled the base duration of the vowel before lengthening. One of the concerns in designing the stimuli derives from the fact that in normal speech, the absolute durations of prominent syllables are inherently longer than those of non-prominent ones. If Weber’s Law held for the perception of duration differences, this fact would not be of any concern; equal-sized steps in duration, expressed as percentages, would be perceptually equal regardless of the base duration (Moore, 2003). However, this result has only been obtained for durations over ~200 ms (Mauk and Buonomano, 2004). This is a rather long duration for a vowel. For sounds of shorter duration, some researchers have suggested that there is a distinct mechanism, and the scaling results are mixed (e.g., Hoopen et al., 1995). Since designing all target syllables to be longer than ~200 ms proved to be inconsistent with maintaining a natural speech quality, it was necessary to control more indirectly for the possibility of artifactual results originating from incompletely understood mechanisms in the perception of short syllable durations.

This indirect control was achieved by introducing speech rate as a factor in the experiment. All stimuli were recorded at two speech rates: slow and quick. The absolute duration of weak target syllables at the slow rate was comparable to that of strong target syllables at the quick rate. Specifically, the average duration of strong target syllables at the quick speech rate is 147 ms, and the average duration of weak target syllables at the slow speech rate is 142 ms, a difference which is nonsignificant by a two-tailed t-test ($p \approx 0.63$). This difference is also nonsignificant for each serial position (3, 4, 5) taken separately. The average duration of strong target syllables at the slow rate is 218 ms, and the average duration of weak target syllables at the quick rate is 97 ms. More detailed information about the durational variation in the stimuli is provided in Table I. The design makes it possible to examine the interaction of rate with prominence as determinants of perceptual judgments, and thereby eliminate absolute base duration as the causal factor.

Original recordings were produced by a female native English speaker in a sound booth at both a slow and quick speech rate. The digital recording was made with Praat, mono sound, with a sampling rate of 44 kHz. Recordings were manipulated using PSOLA resynthesis in Praat to lengthen the target syllables by five equal steps from 14% to 42% (14%, 21%, 28%, 35%, and 42%). The step size and range was pretested to obtain approximately 50% correct detection of differences: in the previous piloting studies, stimuli sentences of the same syllable length, metrical pattern, and speech rate (not necessarily the exact same words) were used, and subjects got approximately 50% correct detection of differences. With pairs of identical stimuli also included in the AX design, there were six durational variants of each base.

Altogether, the design involves 1296 distinct stimulus tokens (3 metrical patterns X 3 target locations X 4 vowels X 3 instances per vowel X 6 durational variants X 2 speech rates).

### B. Participants

14 undergraduates at Northwestern University participated in this 60-min experiment as part of a course requirement. The participants were all monolingual native speakers of English.

### C. Procedure

The subjects were tested individually in a sound isolation booth. They were told that they were participating in an experiment on speech perception, and that they would hear pairs of sentences with the same lexical content and sentence structure, except that one syllable in the second sentence might or might not be lengthened. Their task was to decide whether there was actually one syllable lengthened in the sentence. The task was an AX forced-choice task with the unmodified stimulus in the A position and test stimulus in the
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III. RESULTS

A fully factorial analysis is not possible because there was a dependency among meter, serial position, and stress, that is the metrical pattern and serial position completely determine the stress. For instance, in the trochaic metrical pattern, the metrical pattern and the serial position 4 predict stress status W. Additionally, the responses are distributed binomially instead of normally. Therefore, the data were analyzed with a Generalized Linear Mixed Effect Model (hereafter, GLMM) (Baayen, 2008). The results are shown below.

A. The analysis of the main effect of lengthening, stress, meter, and speech rate

A GLMM was used with lengthening, metrical pattern, stress and speech rate as fixed effects, and subject and items as random effects. The model showed a significant effect of stress: stress significantly increases the detection rate ($z =16.741$, $p < 0.0001$). Lengthening also significantly increased the detection rate ($z =12.491$, $p < 0.0001$), as shown in Fig. 1. The trochaic meter displayed a significantly higher detection rate than both the iambic meter ($z =−4.018$, $p < 0.0001$) and the dactylic meter ($z =−3.877$, $p < 0.0001$).

B. Interaction between speech rate, lengthening, and metrical stress

A GLMM was first used to look at whether there was an interaction between speech rate, and metrical stress, with stimulus sentences and subjects as random factors. The results showed that there was a significant interaction between speech rate and stress ($z =−2.592$, $p < 0.01$).

To look more deeply into why there was a significant interaction between metrical stress and speech rate, a GLMM was used to look at the interaction among stress, trochaic metrical pattern and speech rate, with stimulus sentences and subjects as random factors. The results showed a significant 3-way interaction of stress, trochaic meter, and speech rate ($z =−4.903$, $p < 0.0001$). The significant interaction between speech rate and stress as shown by the previous linear mixed model ($z =−2.592$, $p < 0.01$) is driven largely by the unexpectedly high detection rate for weak syllables of trochaic patterns at the slow speech rate. Figure 2 shows the detection rate of syllables with or without stress in three metrical patterns. There are two strong syllables that serve as targets in the trochaic meter, i.e., the 3rd and 5th syllables, and, as shown in Fig. 2, the detection rates for the strong syllables in trochaic meter were averaged across the 3rd and 5th positions. However, there is only one strong target syllable in both of the non-trochaic meters, which is the 4th syllable. There are two weak syllables that served as targets in the non-trochaic meters, and the detection rates on weak syllables in non-trochaic meters were accordingly averaged across the 3rd and 5th positions. However, there is only one weak target syllable in the trochaic meter, which is the 4th syllable. As shown in Fig. 2, the detection rate for the weak syllable in the trochaic pattern in the slow speech rate is much higher than for weak syllables in non-trochaic patterns at the same speech rate. But the same syllable doesn’t show any significant advantage at the quick speech rate at all.

The slow speech rate, compared to the quick speech rate, increases the detection rate ($z =2.490$, $p < 0.05$).

FIG. 1. The effect of lengthening, stress, and metrical pattern on lengthening detection across speech rates (solid line: strong syllables; dashed line: weak syllables).

FIG. 2. Detection rates on syllables with and without metrical stress in three metrical patterns for both slow and quick speech rates. Data labels on each bar indicate the serial positions of the syllables on which detection rates are reported in this figure, e.g., “3,5” indicates that the detection rate shown in the bar chart is averaged across the 3rd and 5th serial positions in the stimuli.
This result may be partially driven by the effect of serial position: syllables that occur in later parts of the sentence could offer better detection rates. We return to this possibility below. It is also worth pointing out that subjects showed equivalent detection rates for weak syllables in the trochaic pattern at the slow speech rate and strong syllables in the iambic pattern at the quick speech rate. The weak syllable in the trochaic pattern is in the 4th position, and the strong syllable in the iambic pattern is also in the 4th position. In other words, these two syllables only have two things in common, which are the serial position in the sentence and the average duration; every other feature of these two syllables is different, such as stress status, speech rate and metrical patterns.

C. Overall effect of metrical prominence

Because of the above significant interaction between speech rate and metrical stress, a two-tailed paired t-test was applied to see whether detection rates were different when lengthening occurred on strong syllables and on weak syllables. The detection rates in this t-test were averaged within each subject across trials, lengthening conditions, serial positions, and metrical patterns, but not speech rates. The effect of metrical prominence was significant, and the detections rates, paired by subjects, on strong syllables at the quick speech rate were significantly better than on weak syllables at the slow speech rate \(t(13)=6.58, p<0.0001\). Mean detection rates of lengthening on the strong and weak syllables at the two speech rates, collapsed across metrical patterns, serial positions, lengthening conditions, and trials per subject, are shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the detection rates for the three target syllables in three metrical patterns for the quick speech rate, and Fig. 5 shows the detection rates on the three target syllables in three metrical patterns for the slow speech rate. The overall effect of speech rate is marginal, and the detection rates generally demonstrate comparable patterns for the quick and slow speech rates. The interaction between trochaic meter and speech rate, as discussed above, is the main qualitative difference between the two speech rates.

Since there is an interaction between trochaic meter and speech rate, and trochaic meter generally produces the best

FIG. 3. The effect of metrical prominence at two speech rates: mean detection rates for strong vs. weak syllables at two speech rates, collapsed across metrical patterns, serial positions, lengthening conditions, and trials per subjects. The arrow indicates the critical difference between the detection rates for quick strong syllables and slow weak syllables, which are of similar durations.

FIG. 4. The interaction between metrical pattern and serial position for the quick speech rate items. The legend “3, 4, 5” indicates the serial positions, namely, the 3rd, 4th, and 5th positions.

FIG. 5. The interaction between metrical pattern and the serial position of the lengthened syllable for the slow speech rate items. The legend “3, 4, 5” indicates the serial positions, namely, the 3rd, 4th, and 5th positions.
The principal finding of this study is that subjects detected lengthening significantly better when it occurred on strong syllables than on weak ones. We observed a consistent and reliable advantage for targets in strong syllables across metrical patterns, serial positions, and lengthening conditions. This difference cannot be an artifact of the typically longer duration of strong syllables than weak syllables, because people demonstrated significantly better detection rates on strong syllables than on weak syllables which had been matched in duration through a manipulation of the speech rate. The result complements previous studies demonstrating the faster detection rate of phonemes in stressed syllables, by exploring the discriminability of a suprasegmental parameter.

The result can be explained by the attentional bounce hypothesis. Rhythmic or metrical expectations were induced by the strong rhythmic patterns of the stimuli, and it was not necessary to access lexical knowledge to detect the durational differences. Instead, it is very likely that the subjects tuned into the prosodic modulations resulting from the alternations of strong and weak syllables in the stimuli. Though there is argued to be an innate component to the ability to track rhythm (Fitch, 2005; Patel et al., 2009), the specific nature and force of this ability presumably reflects long-term exposure to the dynamically stressed patterns of English. English listeners benefit from paying more attention to the stressed syllables and the syllables that bear pitch accent in a sentence, because the location of sentence stress reflects the semantic structure of the sentence. The most highly stressed words are in general the most semantically informative part of the utterance, and direction of attention toward words bearing sentence stress could usefully facilitate the comprehension of sentence meaning (Schwarzschild, 1999; Partee, 1991). The fact that the strong syllables demonstrated consistently better detection rates, regardless of speech rate, rounds out this picture by suggesting that the processing of metrical prominence is robust with respect to one of the typical sources of variation in everyday speech.

We also found that subjects’ detection ability is generally better in the later part of the sentence, especially in the non-trochaic metrical patterns. This can be explicated as a recency effect, which is also reported in studies concerning the effect of serial positions in short-term memory (e.g., Murdock, 1962; Foreit, 1976; Surprenant et al., 1993). These studies normally involve a free recall task. Participants are presented with a sequence of unrelated items for study, one at a time, and immediately after the presentation of the last item, they must try to remember as many of the list items as possible, freely recalling the items in any order that they wish. Typically, free recall gives rise to U-shaped or J-shaped serial position curves, in which the early items and the later items in the list tend to be recalled more often than the middle list items. These advantages are known as the primacy effect and the recency effect, respectively (e.g., Murdock, 1962). Some studies look at serial position effects in the short term retention of both verbal sounds and nonverbal sounds (e.g., Foreit, 1976; Surprenant et al., 1993). The results are mixed, with some studies finding a primacy effect, some finding a recency effect, and some finding both. Oberauer (2003) found that serial recall in the forward order shows a larger primacy effect and a relatively small recency effect and that backward serial recall shows a larger recency effect and a smaller primacy effect than recall in forward order. Another possible explanation for the better detection rate for lengthened syllables at later positions in the sentence is simply increasing likelihood over time. In the experiment, since the subjects were told about the possibility of lengthening occurring in the second repetition of the stimulus sentence, they tend to hold the prospect of detecting such an

FIG. 6. Detection rates in the 3rd and 5th positions in the two non-trochaic meters (iambic and dactylic), averaged across speech rates.
of the stimuli to achieve variations in syllable length both vowel durations
memory ing the magic number of 7 plus or minus 2 in short term memory.
The two sentences together constitute 12 syllables, surpassing the magic number of 7 plus or minus 2 in short term memory (Miller, 1956). Although it is difficult to guess exactly what recall strategies the subjects used to evaluate the stimuli, and the interaction between syllable-level units and foot-level units is still not clear, it seems very probable that the syllables in the middle of the stimulus sentences would be the least well recalled or remembered. This could be a reason for the worse detection rates on weak 3rd syllables than on weak 5th syllables in non-trochaic patterns. Furthermore, as subjects approach the end of the stimulus sentence, they have a more complete picture of the inter-stress intervals, which provides a better basis of comparison for the 5th syllable than the 3rd syllable.

We also found that the trochaic pattern generally produces better detection rates than non-trochaic patterns, especially at the slow speech rate. Detection rates on the weak 4th syllable in the trochaic pattern are generally better than on the weak 3rd and 5th syllables in non-trochaic patterns. One might speculate that this finding is related to the fact that the trochaic pattern is the most prevalent in the English language. Baayen et al. (1993) found in the CELEX lexical database that 83% of English disyllabic words are trochaic and 17% of them are iambic. The predominance of words with initial stress in English is exploited in speech perception to hypothesize word boundaries and for foot alignment (Cutler and Butterfield, 1992; Pierrehumbert, 2001). Experiments on 9-month old infants already demonstrate a preference for trochaic over iambic words (Jusczyk et al., 1993). The predominance of the trochaic foot structure in English might mean it is so entrenched that it freed attentional resources for the listeners to focus on the detection task of the experiment. The length of the experiment and the pace of the stimuli mean that it was very demanding, and placed a premium on what was easy for the listeners.

An alternative explanation for the better detection rate in the trochaic pattern (for which we thank an anonymous reviewer) depends on the relative durations of successive syllables in the stimuli. Due to the interaction of stress and word-final lengthening in English, these syllables are expected to be more equal in the trochaic than the iambic and dactylic patterns. The improved ability to detect differences on target syllables in the trochaic pattern would follow from the lesser amount of extraneous variation in the sequence. To evaluate this suggestion, the Penn Phonetics Laboratory Forced Aligner (Yuan and Liberman, 2008) was used to automatically segment all of the stimuli into phones. Results were inspected and segmentation errors (present in about 20% of the stimuli) were hand-corrected. We then extracted both vowel durations (the unit manipulated in the synthesis of the stimuli to achieve variations in syllable length) and syllable durations (the unit mentioned in the instructions to the subjects). Successive differences were calculated, yielding 5 pair-wise duration differences for each six-syllable stimulus, for both types of unit. For trochaic patterns (collapsed across speech rates), successive vowels do not vary significantly in duration \[F(175,4)=1.136, p<0.34\]. There is very significant variability in both the dactylic pattern \[F(175,4)=9.4787, p<0.0001\] and the iambic pattern \[F(175,4)=3.8776, p<0.0064\]. For the durations of successive syllables, all three metrical patterns exhibit significant variability: trochaic \([F(175,4)=2.3793, p<0.0561]\), dactylic \([F(175,4)=3.2955, p<0.0135]\), and iambic \([F(175,4)=3.7005, p<0.0086]\). In summary, this post-hoc analysis is consistent with the reviewer’s suggestion, under the assumption that subjects were actually attending to the vowel durations. This potential factor in the perception of rhythm and meter should be evaluated in a more controlled study in the future.

Results in Quéné and Port (2005) suggest a different possible role for surface timing relationships in our study. They found a strong effect of rhythmic expectancy (deriving from regularity in inter-stress intervals) in a phoneme monitoring study in which participants heard lists of words separated by pauses. Rhythmic expectancy was manipulated by varying the alignment of lexically stressed vowel onsets in the stimuli in relation to a basic inter-stimulus interval. The effect of metrical expectancy (manipulated via the lexical stress patterns of the words in the stimuli) did not reach significance. As noted by the authors, word lists do occur in everyday speech; however, their study may have underestimated the role played by metrical expectancy in more commonly occurring continuous speech. In order to evaluate the possibility that the trochaic pattern in our study was advantaged by regularity in the inter-stress intervals, a second post-hoc analysis compared the inter-stress intervals for the trochaic and iambic patterns. By a one way ANOVA, successive intervals are not different from each other in either pattern, though there was a weak tendency for the iambic patterns to be more regular. [Trochaic: \(F(34,1)=1.804, p<0.186\). Iambic: \(F(34,1)=0.147, p<0.704\)]. The comparison is not possible for the dactylic pattern, which has only one inter-stress interval per stimulus. More generally, given that the effects of stress in our study are similar for the iambic meter (with the most regular inter-stress interval), and the dactylic meter (which lacks a repetition of the inter-stress interval), rhythmic expectations deriving from the inter-stress intervals within each sentence appear unlikely to be the primary mechanism. Overall, the comparison between these studies suggests that metrical expectations that are active for continuous, semantically coherent speech stimuli may not carry across the pauses and semantic discontinuities found in word lists.

Prosody has many important roles in speech processing. As reviewed above, humans are innately disposed to attend to prosody from the time they are infants. Rhythmic structures serve as organizing frameworks for speech production and perception, and infants exploit this fact in segmenting speech and developing a lexicon. For adults, prosodic structure penetrates into the most abstract parts of the linguistic system, helping to mark syntactic structure and foregrounding and backgrounding information on the basis of its seman-
tic importance. By focusing on a peripheral characteristic of speech through a durational manipulation, this study showed that the metrical pattern can rapidly shape the listener’s expectations. It also provides further support for the attentional bounce hypothesis, by which prosody modulates the allocation of attention so as to optimize the recovery of information from the speech stream.
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APPENDIX

The target position in which the vowel duration is manipulated is indicated with an underline in the metrical template and the example sentence. Intonational patterns are listed under each sentence.

SWWSWW
Butter cream freezes well.
H+H LL%
Masterminds guided me.
H+H LL%

SWWSWW
Plenty of guys were there.
H+H LL%
Most of the lights were off.
H+H LL%

SWWSWW
Walk to the dugout bench.
H+H LL%
Haplessly bagpipes broke.
H+H LL%

SWWSWW
Michael seized the dancers.
H+H LL%
Bobby beat the monster.
H+H+H LL%

SWWSWW
Read a bedtime story.
H+H LL%
Clean the warehouse windows.
H+H LL%

SWWSWW
Drunken students shout there.
H+H LL%
Ten or twenty bytes dropped.
H+H LL%

SWWSWW
The face cream cleans your pores.
H+H LL%
The bagpipes sound alike.
H+H LL%

H+H+H LL%

Eugene devised the plan.
H+H+H LL%
Michelle foresees mistakes.
H+H+H LL%

Wait the northbound train.
H+H+H LL%
Design a downtown bar.
H+H+H LL%
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